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CHAPTER 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ADAPTIVE TEACHING SYSTEM

It is a commonly held belief that the introduction of the computer

into the educational process merely constitutes a technological change

of the information medium. But if we recognize that the computer is not

only capable of functioning as an information transmission device but

also as an information processor, it becomes apparent that this new

medium will influence the educational process on various levels: new

instructional methods are realizable, educational goals can be stated

in more operational terms, achievement measures are readily available,

and educational theory can develop due to the extended access to teach

ing· records. In li.ght of the increasing availability of computers in

the schools it is natural for behavioral science to undertake the task

of investigating the inherent capabilities of computer-aided instructional

and testing systems in order to design procedures for their most rational

use within an educational system. The possible functions of a computer

aided-instructional system (CAl) can be categorized into three levels

according to the extent of control used to adapt the instructional

process to the individual student:

1. Stimulus presentation and response recording

The simplest type of application merely uses the computer as a

cOntrol device for presentation of instructional material previously

designed by educators and recording of the students' response histories.

The selection of the set of learning materials and allocation of items

is identical for all students but the rate of progress through the
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lesson is adapted to each learner. A linear (Skinnerian) programed

text implemented on a CAl system constitutes an example on this level

of application.

2. Response sensitive stimulus selection

A more complex type of application of a CAI system branches a student

depending upon his response to an item and his current state in the pro.

gram through a predesigned network of instructional materials. That is,

the decision structure of the CAI system is formally equivalent to the

instruction table of a finite state automaton. From this it follows

that the decisions concerning selection and allocation of the materials

have to be made a priori by the educator. The learning process is adapted

to the individual student in the sense that the instructional sequence

depends upon the past student history. It is easy to see that the design

of such a network with all its possible branching decisions involves a

rather large set of restrictions. Currently the educator does not have

a sufficiently detailed theory of instruction to enable him to formulate

these restrictions completely and optimally with respect to the achieve.

ment of educational goals. As an example of this level of application

we may think of a Crowder-type programed instruction course controlled

by a CAl-system.

3. Adaptive control of the learning process

In the most complex case, the computer develops tge branching

mechanism itself according to global goals set by the educator. In this

case a computerized system should act like a teacher in a double sense:

(a) it should make inferences about the underlying model of the learning

process, and (b) it should use this information together with each
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student's response history to make decisions leading to the realization

of the externally given goal of the learning process. This view of an

adaptive .teaching system is expressed by R. D. Smallwood: "A good teaching

machine should be capable of improving its decision process as it learns

more about the effects that are caused by the decisions. Thus, we should

like the teaching decision to be dependent not only upon the present

student's past responses but upon all available information including

the responses of all past students; that is, the teaching system should

be an adaptive system" (R. D. Smallwood, 1962, p. 8.).

The present study will investigate this last type of application in

a particular subproblem in which the instructional task involves teaching

a fixed set of heterogeneous, independent items to students of different

learning ability. The problem is to find a procedure that will allocate

the items in an optimal sequence. Under certain assumptions about the

learning process an approximate theoretical solution can be derived.

This solution is tested experimentally.
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CHAPTER 2

PROCEDURES FOR OPTIMIZING THE INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE

2.1 The Problem of Optimal Item Allocation

Consider the situation a teacher is often confronted with: there

are N concepts or items that his students have to learn. In the next

session he can only provide instruction for n concepts (n < N). Which

concepts should he select? Or, you have to prepare for a language test

and plan to review the vocabulary, but you only have time to study n out

of N items. Which are the ones you should review? Often we rely on our

intuition and devote our time to those items that we do not know very

well, or items that are easier to learn. In case the items are related,

we prefer to study them in some "logical" order. Any theory of instruc

tion that claims to be operationally useful should describe algorithms

that would answer these questions. Unfortunately, there is no such

algorithm available that will solve the problem in general,

Matters can be simplified considerably if we disregard the problem

of determining the "logical" order of concepts, and instead concentrate

on cases where items may assume to be independent. Items are considered

to be independent if learning item i does not influence the learning

state on item j (for all i and j, if j). Once the problem is solved

for this restricted situation, we may be able to generalize the algorithm

to more complex instructional situations with related concepts. Although

there are only a few learning tasks that approach the situation of per

fectly independent items (e.g., vocabulary and spelling drills), it is

often possible to identify several smaller subsets of weakly related
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concepts within a larger hierarchically organized set of teaching

materials.

The instructional process is presented more formally in Figure 1.

The task involves teaching a set of N concepts C = [c l ' c2 ' ... , cN] to

student j, where each concept needs more than a single presentation in

order to be learned. For a given session s only n (n < N) concepts can

be presented. There is no restriction on the order of these concepts,

but the decision as to which subset Cs = [c. , c. , "', C. ] is selected
~1).2 ~n

should be made in such a way that an externally given goal or criterion

is attained optimally. The student's performance is recorded into a

student history. The item selection algoritbm makes use of the student's

past history and characteristics of the learning process in order to

determine C optimally with regard to the criterion of the process.
s

Presentation mode. On a particular trial within each session we

may distinguish two processes: 1) a learning effect (or transition in

the learning state) due to a reinforcement, and 2) a response elicitation.

Depending upon the temporal order and presence or absence ·of one of these

processes four possible presentation modes arise:

1. In the case of pre-response transition the reinforcement (or

explanation) precedes the response given to a test.

2. In the case of post-response transition a test is administered

first. After the student responded, he is given a reinforcement

which generally depends upon the response.

3. Study-only trials are identical to 1 except that no test is

administered.
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~CISION PROCESS

Select a subset of n concepts
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~l 2 n

set of concepts [c l ,c2 ' .•. c
N

]

for presentation in session s

START teaching sessions for
student j.

I t ~ 0 I

I
t ~ t + II . 1

-l
no t > n yes

.

Present concept c, Terminate session I~t

• .

. I s ~ s + 1 IRecord student's response

~
Termin$.te instruction

Update student's history on concepts [°1 ' '00 , cN] NO
by entering the last -....
stimulus and response for student j?

~ YES

I . STOP I
Figure 1. Flow diagram of the instructional process
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4. Test-only trials are identical to 2 except that no reinforcement

is given.

At the end of the trial the item together with the response (if any) are

entered into a student history.

Terminating rules. After a student received n trials the session is

terminated and it has to be decided whether instruction on concepts

(C
l

, ..• , CN) should be continued. Various approaches to this problem

are possible. A simple terminating rule fixes the number of sessions at

S for all students independently of their performance. A more flexible

approach terminates the instruction if the student's performance reaches

a particular cut-off score V on a test administered after each session.

Since testing is costly, we may attempt to predict the score v from the

student's past performance using a mathematical model of the learning
A

process. Instruction can then be terminated if p(v < V) < a, where a

denotes the risk of terminating before the student reached the criterion.

Obviously it is possible to use mixed terminating rules like: terminate

instruction if

A

p(v < V) < a or s > S.

This rule continues instruction up to a maximum of S sessions, but ter-

minates for students who reach a given criterion. Under a more general

rule costs of instruction as well as the monetary value of the learning

effect would be considered (Smallwood, 1967, 1969).

2.2 Dynamic Programming Representation of the Instructional Process

Following Groen and Atkinson (1966) the instructional process shown

in Figure 1 can be viewed as a multi-stage decision process. We will
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briefly review the conceptual framework that is used by the theory of

dynamic programming in order to formalize mUlti-stage decision processes.

A more detailed discussion can be found in the studies by Matheson (1964),

Groen and Atkinson (1966), and Smallwood (1962, 1967, 1969).

The mUlti-stage decision process. It is conceptually more conve

nient to consider the case where only a single item is selected at each

stage or session of the instructional process (Le., n = 1). It will

become clear that the representation can be extended easily to cases

where n items are allocated at each stage. At the beginning of the

first stage item a
l

is selected and presented. The subject responds to

that item with response k
l

. Depending upon the presentation mode, a

reinforcement is given before or after the response is emitted. This

completes the first stage. Then, at the second stage, a new selection

decision is made, item a
2

is presented leading to response k2 . If the

process is continued for S stages and the number of available responses

to each item is K, the outcome space can be represented as a tree with

rfS terminal nodes. An example is shown in Figure 2 for the case of

N = K = S = 2.

Each student takes some path h = (al , k l ; a2 , k2 ; .•• ; as' kS)

through the tree. This path is called a complete history (Groen and

Atkinson, p. 311) because it involves a record of the entire past per

formance of the sUbject. The sequence of decisions is called a policy

(Bellman, 1961, p. 56). An optimal policy maximizes the utility asso

ciated with history h. The utility function is composed of an immediate

return and a terminal return. The immediate return of presenting item

a to a student with response history h when response k is made is defined
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Stage 1

Decision

Response

Stage 2

Response 1 0

1

1 0 1 0

o

1 0 1 0

1

1 0 1 0

o

1 0

Figure 2. Decision-response tree for two items (c
l

, c2) and two

response alternatives denoted as 1 (error and 0 (success).
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as u (k, h).* The terminal return associated with each terminal node
a

is denoted uo(h).

Examples of utility functions. Suppose that the student will be

given a test on the entire set of concepts C (or a randomly sampled sub-

set of C) at the end of the instructional process and the goal is to

maximize the expected score on that test. The score is calculated as

where

1
v~N

N
L:

i~l

if a success occurs on item i

if an error occurs on item i.

If the educator believes that some items are more important than others,

a weighted score may be used to determine the terminal reward:

where
N
L:

i~l

;::: N.

1
v' ~ N

N
L:

i~l

A different terminal utility function involves the difference score

between pre-test (vb) and post-test (va):

Taking the amount of time T that is spent on studying the material into

account leads to a learning rate conception of the terminal utility

*We are using the notation developed by Smallwood (1967, p. 8).
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(Smallwood, 1962, p, 24):

6V
---------------------"r~Effi'l'~--~------------+

:[f the costs of instruction are ignored, the immediate return can be set

to zero and it is possible to use the utility function

u (k, h) ~ 0
a (1)

Derivation of an optimal policy. ~he solution of the multi-stage

decision problem consists in an optimal policy, i.e., a sequence of de-

cisions that will maximize the utility function (1), given any past

history. According to Eellman (1961, p. 51) "an optimal policy has the

property that whatever the initial state and the initial decisions are)

the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard

to the state resulting from the first decision, ,,* We define v (h) asa

the expected payoff of presenting item a to a student with history h,

given that all future decisions are optimal. The utility obtained after

the last stage (i,e" a ~ 0) is equal to the terminal utility:

Associated with each terminal node in the tree of Figure 2 is a terminal

*~his so-called principle of optimality rests On the Markov property of
the decision process: "After any number of decisions, say k, we wish
the effect of the remaining N-k stages of the decision process upon the
total return depend only upon the state of the system at the end of the
k-th decision and the subsequent decisions" (Eellman, 1961, p. 54),
(The term "state of the system" is used by Eellman here in the sense of
our term "history-;")--
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utility equal to vO(h). In order to calculate the expected value of the

decisions at stage 2, it is necessary to know the probability of each of

the branches leading to the responses. More generally, a mathematical

model is needed that will allow us to calculate the probability p(k[h,a)

that a student with history h will emit response k if presented with

item a. Then, following Smallwood (1967, p. 9) a recursive relation for

the expected value of alternative a for a student with past history h

is given by:

v (h) =a
Z

kER( a)
p(k[h,a) [u (k,h) + max

a ctEA(h l )

v(h')]

(2)

= Ii (h) + Z P(k[h,a)
a kER( a)

max
ctEA( h')

v (h')

for ctEA(h), where R(a) is the set of response alternatives associated

with the presentation of item a, and A(h) is the set of instructional

alternatives (items). The process is terminated if A(h) is the empty

set. The history h' is updated from h by adding the last decision and

response, i.e. J

h' = (h,a,k).

In practice the calculation of an optimal policy proceeds from the end

of the tree backwards. Thus, the decision at the last stage is found

first and its values are assigned to the terminal nodes of the next to

last stage. The process is repeated until the origin of the tree. Al-

toge.ther the solution may require numerous and difficult computations.

The sufficient history. One way of reducing the computational

problem is to reduce the history space. This can be accomplished by
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finding a representation of the student's past history that allows to

condense the complete history and yet contains all the information neces-

sary to characterize the learning process. A history with this property

is called a sufficient history (Groen and Atkinson, 1966). The param-

eterization of the student's response history into a sufficient history

depends upon the mathematical learning model that is assumed to represent

the learning process. Such a model defines for each item i (1) a set

of learning states (1, 2, ••. , 0.); (2) a response rule which gives for
l

each state of learning the probability of emitting response k; and (3)

an updating rule that determines the new state of learning depending

upon the old state of learning, the student's response, and the reinforce-

ment he receives (Groen and Atkinson, 1966). If we assume that all items

are learned independently, a sufficient history is equivalent to the

minimal information necessary to compute the vector of state probabil-

ities for each item:

IT
l
. = (:1(.(1),:1(.(2), ." , :1(.(0.)),

1 1 1 1

where :I(.(j) is the probability that the i-th item occupies the j-th
l

learning state (Smallwood, 1967, p. 13).

The principle of maximizing the immediate payoff (MIP). The com-

putational burden can be reduced further if the return of all but the

next j stages is ignored. Optimal policies derived under this restric-

tion are in general suboptimal. A special case arises if the computations

are carried out looking only one stage ahead. In terms of Eq. 2 the

expected payoff associated with allocating item a in case of a one stage

process for utility function (1) can be written
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v (h)
a

E P(klh,a) v (h').
kER(a) 0

Since the rewards of all later stages are ignored, the optimal policy

will select at each stage the item that maximizes v (h), i.e., maximizes
a

the immediate payoff. We refer to a strategy that follows this principle

as the MIP-strategy, Under which condition is this strategy optimal?

For N-state Markov-models with observable states and homogeneous items

the problem was treated formally by Matheson (1964). In particular, he

proved that for the case of the one-element model and the single-operator

linear model the MIP-strategy is optimal if the items are homogeneous.

Computational examples for the one-element model with heterogeneous items

reveal that small additional gains can be made if a j-step-ahead (j > 1)

maximization is employed (Matheson, 1964). In these cases the MIP

strategy is suboptimal. Following Matheson's derivations, Calfee (1968)

showed that two conditions have to hold in order for the MIP strategy to

be optimal:

(el):

(C2) :

g.(n) >g.(n) for i <j
l - J

g. (n) > g. (n+l) In),
l - l

where g.(n) is defined as the marginal gain of an item that is in the
l

i th state on stage n, The first condition means that the expected gain

in a higher state must not be larger than the gain in any lower state.

This can be accomplished by ordering the learning states according to

the expected gain, The second condition requires that an item which is

in learning state i, and was presented on stage n, must not have a larger

gain on stage n+l; Calfee proves that these are the two necessary and
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2.3 Strategies Derived from Mathematical Learning Models

In terms of the dynamic programming relation of Eq. 2, a mathemat

ical learning model serves two purposes: (1) it provides a way of

calculating p(klh,a), and (2) it enables us to update the student's

history using a sufficient history. Thus, if the model is specified,

it is possible to derive optimization strategies according to relation

2. In the following we will consider two mathematical learning models

and specify the optimization strategies associated with these models.

"The advantage of the mathematically derived presentation strategy is

that the mathematics guarantees the optimum of the stimulus presentation

strategy if the model of learning is an adequate representation" (Dear,

Silberman, Estavan, and Atkinson, 1967). Mathematical techniques in

volved in deriving optimal strategies for item allocation under the

assumption of a particular learning model are described by Matheson

(1964), Karush and Dear (1966), Groen and Atkinson (1966), and Smallwood

(1967,1969). Similar problems are solved by Dear and Atkinson (1962)

and Suppes (1964). In this study we will use the utility function (1)

and ignore costs of instruction as well as utilities accrued from dif

ferent presentation modes. Smallwood (1969) has developed a dynamic

programming model that allows utility functions which take the costs of

instruction into account.
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A strategy derived from the one-element model.* Under the assump-

tion that items are homogeneous, Karush and Dear proved the theorem:

"Consider an N-trial experiment, N 2: 1, with arbitrary initial proba-

bilities of conditioning (A~,A~, •• 9 , Then an optimal strategy is

given by presenting at any trial that item among A
l

,A2 , "', An for which

the current probability of conditioning is least." The sUbscripts refer

·to the item. If every item is initially in the unlearned state a simple

counting technique leads to an optimal policy (Karush and Dear, 1967):

One-element model procedure (OEM)

i) Present every item in the set of n items once.

ii) For every item set a counter at 0 at the beginning of
trial n+JL.

iii) Present an item at a given trial i~ and only if its count
is least among the counts for all items at the beginning
of that trial. (If several least counts exist, select
randomly among those.)

iv) Following a trial, increase the count for the presented
item by 1 if the respbnse was correct, but set if to 0
if the response was incorrect. Go to iii) above,

Karush and Dear prove that this procedure constitutes an optimal policy.

Since an error indicates that the item was in the unlearned state at the

beginning of that trial, only the number of successes after the last error

have to be considered in order to calculate the probability that item i is

in the learned state, i.e., IT. is specified and the counting procedure
l

*The one-element model describes learning as the transition between an
unlearned and a learned state. On a reinforced trial such a transition
is made with probability c. Once an item is in the learned state it
remains conditioned and a correct response is made with probability 1.
If an item is in the unlearned state a correct response occurs with
guessing probability g (Bower, 1961).
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establishes a sufficient history. If the value of the counter for item

i is r i , the probability of being in the 'learned state is

r.+l
It.(L) = 1 ~ (1 _ c) 1

1

Selecting the item with the lowest r. is eguivalentto presenting the
1

item for which the probability of conditioning is least and therefore

satisfies the theorem. The advantage of the OEM-procedure is its inde-

Pendence of the parameter c. But the assumption of a homogeneous

parameter c might not be justified in many actual teaching situations

since instructional materials vary generally in difficulty. Even for

such restricted situations as paired-associate learning, the assumption

of homogeneous items might be violated. This and the shortcomings of

the one-element model were probably the reasons why .the experimental

study of optimization strategies by Dear .et al. (1967) failed to show

that learning can be improved significantly if the· OEM-procedure is used

instead of a randomized cyclic presentation.

A MIP-procedure derived from the random-trial-increment model. The

random-trial~increment (RTI) model was first investigated by morman

(1964). It assumes that learning occurs in stepwise increments on random

trials. On a reinforced trial an item can be partially learned with

probability C. The amount learned is the proportion A of the yet un-

learned part. Thus:

, with probability C

with probability 1 - C,

where gt is the error Probability on trial t. Using morman's notation,
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we obtain:

(4)

where P(Y
t

~ 1) ~ C, and p(Y
t

~ 0) ~ 1 - C.

This two-parameter··model reduces under limiting conditions either

to the linear model (if C ~ 1 and A >0) or the one-element model

(if A ~ 0). The RTI-model can be considered as a meta-model of the

linear and the OEM-model, since it combines an incremental and an all-

or-none learning process. Compared with one-parameter models like the

one-element model or the linear model, as well as with the two-parameter

two-phase model, it yielded favorable goodness-of-fit test results of

response sequences and conditional probabilities from eight paired-

associate experiments (Atkinson and Crothers, 1964).

If the problem is restricted to maximizing the immediate payoff,

a suboptimal strategy can be obtained from Eq. 3 and the assumption of

the RTI-model. We define the terminal return v (h T ) as the expected
a

decrement in error probabilityE[6g ] that occurs if item a is presented.
a

According to the RTI-model a reinforcement occurs with probability C

independently of the response.

last response, maximizing

Since E[~q ] does not depend upon thea

v (h) ~ E[6g ]a '8

leads to the suboptimal MIP-strategy.

Implementation of the MIP-procedure. If the parameters A and C

are given, it is possible to obtain E[qt] for any response sequence

(X
l

,X2 , ••• , Xt _
l

) by recursive evaluation ",f all those branches of the
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tr~e generated by the RTI-model which satisfy that particular response

sequence. Due to the linear component in the model, it proves to be

difficult to derive an explicit expression for E[qt] that uses the com

plete history on that item. An ALGOL-procedure that computes

is described in Appendix A. The expected utility (decrement in error

probability) for item a on trial t is

where from Eg. 5

Substitution yields

(6)

The MIP-procedure:

i)

ii)

On stage one compute E[c,g t] for all items from Egs. 5 and 6.
a,

On each stage select n items with the highest E[c,q t]'
a,

iii) After p:r;-esentation of item a update E[6ga t]',
iv) On each successive stage start with step ii).

In contrast to the OEM-procedure, the selection algorithm of MIP

depends (1) upon the complete history of a student, and (2) upon estimates

of the model parameters A and C. The implementation of the MIP_procedure

under the assumption of the RTI-model will therefore demand more storage

space and computation time than the OEM-procedure. A particular dis-

advantage of the RTI-model for computational purposes arises from the
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fact that a recursive history updating rule of the form

does not exist. Therefore, the complete history has to be stored, and

E[qa t] has to be recomputed whenever a new response is made on item a.,
But for practical purposes approximations may be used that depend only

upon a small subset of the complete history (e.g., the last four responses).

If the MIP-strategy is applied to a Markov-learning model, it is possible

to derive a recursive history updating rule of the above form. Examples

are given by Karush and Dear (1966) and Smallwood (1967).

2.4 Monte Carlo Simulations as Efficiency Tests of Optimization Pro

',cedures

The simUlated learning situation. In order to investigate the

effects of various strategies for optimal item allocation, a learning

experiment was simulated on a digital computer. The responses were

generated according to the RTI-model assumptions using a random number

source. (Such experiments are called Monte-Carlo experiments.) The

task involved learning a set of N = 48 paired-associate items. For each

session a subset of 8 items was selected for presentation from the whole

set. All items started in the unlearned state, i.e., the initial error

probability, qo' was set to 1. Each "artificial subject" was given 60

sessions. The optimization problem consisted of selecting a subset of

n = 8 items before each session such that the expected score on a test

over all N items would be maximized. Since the error probability for

each item and subject was known at each session during the simulation,

no intervening test trials had to be given, and the learning curve could
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"-
simply be obtained as the mean error probability qs on stage s, In a

"real" experiment, qs .would have to be estimated from intervening test

sessions e

Monte-Carlo experiments were run for 15 artificial subjects with

various RTI-model parameter settings under the following conditions:

(a) Random cyclic procedure (RCP): At each stage those n items

that have been presented least frequently are selected. If

several items have equal presentation frequency, we select

randomly among these.

(b) OEM-Procedure: At each stage the procedure described on p. 16

is applied to n items.

(c) MIP-procedure: At each stage n items are selected according

to the procedure described on p. 19. The parameter-values were

assumed to be known and the estimation of E[6q t] is carried
a,

out as described in Appendix A.

Parameter settings:

Experiment A C

1 .30 .30
2 ·30 ·70

3 ·70 ·30
4 ·70 .70

.

Efficiency measure of an optimization procedure. In order to have

a comparison against which to evaluate a given sequencing strategy, one

additional condition was run in which complete knowledge of the state of

learning, qijt' (for each item i, subject j, and trial t) and the
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underly~ng model parameters was assumed to be available. With this in-

formation MIP can be computed according to Eq. 6 (omitting the expectation

sign). The selection rule is the same as for the MIP-procedure. Then

the quantity

ME

is a measure of the maximal efficiency that could be obtained, where

~ max is the average error probability on stage s using MIP with complete
s

information. The efficiency quotient (EQ) of an optimization procedure

P .is then defined as

EQ(P)

s
Z

s=l

Ap
(1 - q ) 100

s

ME %,

Ap
where q is the average error probability on session s using presentation

s

procedure P.

The resulting efficiency quotients from Monte-Carlo experiments with

15 "artificial sUbjects" are given in Table 1.

Table 1

Efficiency Quotients for Gptimizationprocedures

Experiment RCP OEM MIP

1 88 95 95
2 'J7 98 98

3 93 91 93
4 98 'J7 99
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The parameter values in Experiment 1 correspond most closely to the

estimates obtained from the paired-asociate experiments investigated by

Atkinson and Crothers (1964). In .. this case A is small, which indicates

that the learning process corresponds closer to the one-element model

than to the linear model. Application of the OEM-procedure produces a

pronounced gain compared to RCP. The MIP-procedure is at least as ef

ficient as either RCP or the OEM-procedure in all four cases. In contrast

to RCP or OEM, the allocation decisions under MIP involve the knowledge

~ the model parameters ~ and Q. The simulations with homogeneous

parameters reveal that a parameter-dependent procedure leads to improve

ments compared with parameter-free procedures like RCP and OEM under a

variety Of parameter settings.

Item heterogeneity. In the previous four Monte-Carlo experiments

all N items were assumed to possess equal parameter values. But item

homogeneity is not a reasonable assumption for real world learning situ

ations. It is conceivable (and has been shown for some cases by Matheson

(1964))::that differences in item difficulty will influence the efficiency

of a particular allocation procedure. In order to study the effect of

item-heterogeneity upon the efficiency of allocation procedures, an

additional series of Monte-Carlo simulations (Experiments la to 4
a

) was

performed. The average parameters corresponded to Experiments 1 to 4,

but items belonged to one of four extreme groups with parameter values

differing by ± ·.20:
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Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Experiment A C A C A C A C

la .10 .10 .10 ·50 ·50 .10 ·50 .50

2
a .10 ·50 .10 ·90 .50 ·50 .50 ·90

3
a

·50 .10 ·50 .50 ·90 .10 ·90 ·50

4
a

·50 ·50 ·50 ·90 ·90 .50 ·90 ·90

The MIP~procedure was implemented in two variations:

E[tq t] was computed assuming that all items were homogeneous
a,

and had the same parameter values as in the corresponding Ex-

periments 1 to 4.

E[tq t] was computed assuming that individual parameter values
a,

were known.

The resulting efficiency quotients are shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Efficiency Quotients for Optimization Procedures

Experiment RCP OEM MIpl MIp2

la 82 90 90 96

2a
95 'J7 'J7 98

3
a

85 75 81 93

4
a

94 94 94 98

Comparing OEM with RCP we observe that the OEM~procedure is more ef

ficient in all cases except Experiment 3a
. This experiment contains
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in Group 3 items of very high difficulty. Under these circumstances the

OEM.procedure leads to a too frequent presentation of items that are un·

likely to be learned, while RCP makes use of the gain that can be obtained

from reducing the error probability on partially learned items (in Groups

2 and 4). 1Here RCP is even more efficient than MIP , showing that under

certain conditions errors in the parameter estimation can lead to a

relatively poor performance of MIP. But MIp2 reveals that the knowledge

of individual parameters can improve the efficiency of this procedure

SUbstantially. Comparing MIp
2

with all other procedures over the entire

set of experiments, we observe improvements in efficiency. The gains

obtained are substantial except in Experiment 2a where the rate of learn·

ing is very high such that all presentation procedures yield high

efficiency quotients. A graph of the averaged learning state over ses·

~) asions (q for all four allocation procedures in Experiment 1 is given
s

in Figure 3. The upper curve shows: the maximal efficiency curve used

to compute the efficiency quotient. As performance increases, the

difference between procedures decreases, producing small differences

between the procedures at later stages. But if we compare at what

session a given performance level is reached, we observe substantial

differences among procedures (e,g., in order to reach a performance

level of .70 a subject needs 52

under OEM, and 35 under MIp
2
).

1sessions under Rep, 39 under MIP , 38

This way of looking at the curves sug·

gests that practically important savings in study time can be made even

if the differences in performance are small.

The parameter settings of Experiments la to 4
a

are unrealistic

since it is assumed that items fall into four extreme groups. Additional
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simulations of cases with heterogeneous parameters that were normally

distributed yielded similar results. (Since the variance was set too

low, the differences found were smaller, but showed the same rank order

among procedures.) Simulation results of the kind reported here shOUld

be regarded cautiOUsly since the obtained efficiency quotients depend

upon the chosen parameter values, the number of items, the number of

items selected at each stage, as well as the number of stages. The

general conclusion from these simulations was that ~provements in the

design of opt~ization procedures for instructional purposes can be

made if (1) parameter-dependent, and (2) individual item parameters

rather than mean parameters are used for the item sequencing decisions.
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CHAP~R 3

ESTIMATION OF HETEROGENEOUS SUBJECT-ITEM PARAMETERS

3.1 Methods of Partitioning Parameters

Mathematical models of paired-associate learning have been tested

largely in experimental situations with subjects of similar ability and

with items that were carefully selected in order to be of approximately

equal difficulty. In most instructional situations, this homogeneity

assumption will not hold. The following discussion describes several

methods of partitioning the parameters A and C of the RTI-model into

subject and item components. The methods are quite general and can be

extended to other learning models as well. The basic idea is that item

characteristics (e.g., item difficulty) together with subject charac-

teristics (e.g., learning ability) completely determine the composite

parameters which underlie each response sequence. Component parameters

reflect those properties of items and subjects that are relevant to the

learning situation. We ignore all interactions of item characteristics

with subject characteristics that are not expressed in a particular

method of partitioning.

A method of partitioning then describes a functional relationship

between component parameters (e.g., item and subject parameters) and

composite parameters (e.g., the parameter A.. that underlies the re
lJ

sponse sequence of the i th item and j th sUbject). In the future we

will refer to composite parameters by upper case letters, and use lower

case Greek or Roman letters for item or subject components, respectively.

The general idea of partitioning individual parameters into subject and
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item comwonents is widely used in test theory (Birnbaum, 1968) and Rasch

(1966). Simjlar suggestions can also be found in Smallwood (1962).

Quasi-additive partitioning into subject and item components. Let

ni and Pj denote the item and sUbject components, and let Pij denote the

composite parameter. We propose a functional relationship in which n.
l

is a probability and p. is bounded between -1 and 1:
J

Ci

+(l-n.) Pj if Pj > 0
l

Pij
~ (8)

n. + n. Pj if Pj < 0 .
l l

All the composite parameters we wish to partition are probabilities.

Therefore the partitioning method must insure that 0 < P.. < 1. Relation
lJ -

8 expresses the intuitive notion that a given subject possesses some

underlying trait that will consistently cause an increment of the item

parameters proportionally to their complement to 1 or decrease that

parameter directlY proportional to its value. The proportion itself is

fixed for a given subject. Thus, differences in learning ability are

represented by different a. and c
J
" If for a particUlar subject

. J

a ~ c ~ 0, then the composite parameter is identical to the item
j j

parameter itself. But the more a subject differs in his parameter values

in the positive (negative) direction, the more the composite parameter

will increase (decrease).

Multiplicative partitioning into subject and item components. The

parameters A and C in the RTI-model can be interpreted in terms of psy-

chological processes. It is possible to partition these processes into

a subject and item component such that the components are probabilities
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of independent stochastic eventso The parameter C can be thought of as

the probability of making a successful coding attempt. Extending this

notion, in order to account for heterogeneity, we could conceive of a

coding process that depends on the subject as well as on the item: with

probability Xi item i enters a coding processor, and with probability

c., subject j establishes a successful codeo Parameter A in the RTI
J

model denotes the proportion of the yet unlearned part of the item that

will be learned in case of a successful coding attempt 0 As with parameter

C, parameter A can be split into one part depending on the item, and

another part depending on the subject: a proportion a
i

enters the coding

processor, and a proportion a. leaves the coding processor for per
J

manent storage 0 This process is presented schematically by the tree

shown in Figure 40 Thus, the RTI-model is described by:

g = (1 -n+l

where

p(y
n

1) = X. c., and P(Y
l J n

0) (10)

A comparison of Egso 9 and 10 with Norman's model (Ego 4) shows that a

mUltiplicative function was introduced for A and C:

1 - a °a
i j

The mUltiplicative partitioning has the advantage that all parameters

are probabilitieso Since the subject parameters can only decrement the

parameters of a particular item, this function has the property that the

average item parameter is larger than the parameter under the homogeneity
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assumption. The intuitively more appealing assumption that subject abil-

ity has a quasi-additive effect was the reason for applying this method

of partitioning in the parameter estimation of the experiment described

in Chapter 5.

Three-parameter partitioning. The functions considered above assume

a fixed sensitivity of the composite parameter to differing subject abil-

ities. But it is conceivable that some items are insensitive to differing

subject ability, while others are rather sensitive to the subject com-

ponent. The composite parameter P can then be expressed as a function

of three parameters: item difficulty (rt.), item sensitivity (m.), and
l l

subject ability (p.). A convenient way of expressing the relationship
J

is in terms of the normal ogive model, used in the study of item-charac-

teristic curves in test theory (Lord and Novick, 1968):

P ..
lJ

-00

~(t) dt,

where L.. ~ m. (pJ' - rt
l
.), and@(x)denotesthecumulativenormaldis-

lJ l

tribution, and ~(t) is the normal frequency distribution.

An analogous relationship can be written using the logistic cumu-

lative distribution function

1
-x '

1 + e

since @(x) can be approximated by i(Dx), where D ~ 1.7 (Birnbaum, 1968).

In this case

-fu. (P. - rt.) 1
~ [1 + e l J l]-
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This relation has the advantage of being the most general considered so

far, but it is also computationally more difficult. Applications of the

logistic model to response data from psychological testing situations

revealed substantial variation in the sensitivity parameters (Birnbaum,

1968). It would be an interesting project for further study to investi-

gate empirically whether this also holds for learning data.

3.2 An Approximation Technique to Estimate Item and Subject Components

Assuming that the composite parameters are partitioned according to

the quasi-additive method, we will present an iterative procedure which

can be used in order to estimate the subject and item components. Sup-

pose an experiment was COnducted with N items and M subjects, where each

subject responded on each item for exactly T trials. Then the responses

X.. t can be arranged in a three-dimensional array with M·N·T entries.
lJ

In case of the RTI-model two parameters have to be estimated for each

horizontal and vertical slice of the array D (see Figure 5). In order

to simplify the notation, denote the item components a. and")'. by".
l 'l l

and the subject components a j and c j by Pj' The composite parameters

A
l
.
J
. and C.. are written as P.. , If the subscript is omitted, we refer

lJ lJ

to the vector of that variable. The computations are analogous for both

parameters. The quasi-additive model as expressed in Eg. 8 is assumed.

A brute force approach to the estimation problem would be to carry

out a maximum likelihood estimation over the whole parameter space try-

ing all the combinations of a grid of parameter values

N M
11 11 £(R .. I".,p.),

i=l j=l lJ l J
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h R . th th th t th' th b' twere .. ~s e response seq~ence on e i i em and e J su Jec •
~J

An ALGOL-procedure (described in Appendix A) was written in order to

comp~te the likelihood f~nction

The number F of eval~ations of i in (11), assuming that each of the

2(N + M) parameters is varied over a grid of s steps, becomes astronom-

ically large as s increases:

F N M s2(N + M) •

(There are N M computations of £ to obtain the overall likelihood for

2(N + M) .each of the s part~cular parameter combinations.) This approach

becomes unrealistic for most practical situations even on the fastest

computer available.

Since item and s~bject parameters are assumed to be independent

(no item-s~bject interactions), the total parameter estimation can be

split ~p into two parts:

(1) s~bject parameter search, given fixed item-parameters

£(R.. Irr.,p.), j
~J ~ J

1, ••• M, (12)

(2) item-parameter search, given fixed sUbject-parameters

M
II £(R.. !rr.,p.), i~ 1, ••• N.

. 1 ~J ~ J
J~

(13)

An estimate of rr. depends only upon the response data in the horizontal
~

slice i of the c~be (Fig~re 5), if P is given. On the other hand, Pj

can be estimated from the vertical slice j, if rr is known.
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Applying a search procedure that explores the two-dimensional areas

rr and p systematically (e,g" ALGOL-DIRECTSEARCH by Kaupe, 1963), the

number of searches can be reduced considerably to s' < s, Then for each

SUbject parameter we have to compute £ in product (12) s' times, and

similarly for each item parameter £ is computed in product (13) s' times.

Then

F ~ 2MNs' + 2NMs' ~ 4MNs'

assumes a realistic order of magnitude.

In the following we describe an iterative scheme of estimating n

and p. The starting values of the components can be set arbitrarily.

1
If no prior knowledge about the parameters exists, we initialize n ~ 2

and p ~ O. Updated estimates of p are then obtained by maximizing

Eq. 12 for all j. Details about the computational procedure are ex-

plalned in AppendiX B. If on the average the true values " were larger
A

(smaller) than the estimated values '" then the average SUbject parameter
A

P would be positive (negative). In fact, the solution is not unique.

In order to prevent a carry over of a systematic error in the subject

parameter estimation to the item parameter estimation, we propose a re-

scaling scheme that stabilizes the iteration process, and guarantees
A _

that rr approaches ",

The rescaling procedure. From the quasi-additive model of Eq. 8

we obtain by averaging over subjects

1 M
- - E B- M-ij

j~l

L: P +
p > 0 j

j ~

E rr i (l+Pj)]
Pj < 0

"i 1:: p],
P < 0 j

j
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and averaging over items yields

(111)<; P.].
p. > 0 J

J -

+ (l-n.)E1
1\. + M be.

N i=l

N
1 E1' ..

Now we impose the restriction that the average item parameter is equal

to the average composite parameter, i,e"

P •• = n. , or equivalently

1 [l( . l: (l-n.) l: Pj] k o.M Pj + = =
Pj < 0 p. > 0

J -

The intuitive reason behind this assumption is that positive and negative

sUbject parameters can be thought of as being distributed such that the

average item parameter is not affected if the particular sample is

representative of the population of subjects. Suppose that the estimated

parameters

a positive

n. and P. do not satisfy the restriction, i,e., k J O. Then
~ J

(negative) k indicates that the item parameters should be

"-
incremented (decremented). The rescaling function has to transform n.

~

into n~ such that k = 0, observing that 0 < n~ < 1. We chose the follow-
~ ~ -

ing transformation:

R A "-
n. = n. + (l-n.) r if k > 0
~ ~ ~

(15)
R A

(l+r)ni = n. if k < 0
~

The value r can be calcUlated such that P•• = ~~ by substitution of n~
A

or n. for n. into Eq. 14:

P ••
R A

= n. + 0 = n. + k.
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Inserting from Ego 15, r can be computed:

(a) for k 2: 0

1 M
- L:
M i=l

A

n. + k

(b) for k < 0

A A A

n. + r(l-n.) = n. + k

k
r = ---A

1 - n

1
M

A

iii
L: [n.(l+r) ] = n +k

i=l
l

A A

n. (l+r) = n + k

kr n.

(16a)

( 16b)

After rescaling n according to Egs. 15 and 16, p will be reestimated

using Eq. 120

Flow-chart of the parameter-estimation procedure. The flow chart

in Figure 6 summarizes the estimation procedure if the number of iter-

ation cycles is Io The starting values for nand p are usually the

estimates obtained from past iterations. A more detailed and computa-

tionally more feasible description is given in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 4

OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE FOR AN ADAPTIVE TEACHING SYSTEM

Integrating the teaching process, the parameter estimatio~and the

allocation algorithm into one system, leads to an adaptive teaching

system (Figure 7). This system has the feature of using data from all

past students in order to estimate the model parameters and applies the

estimates in the decision process. If the assumed learning model is a

correct description of the instructional process, the system should im

prove its parameter estimates, and as a consequence, its allocation

decisions. A more complex adaptive teaching system would contain a

device that hypothesizes a particular form of learning models, estimates

the parameters and tests the effectivity of the decision algorithm, and

generates a new model,. always operating in order to retain the best.

Such a system was suggested by Smallwood (1967). Since the learning

process itself has not yet been formalized sufficiently well in terms of

mathematical models, it seems to be difficult if not impossible to in

clude such an "inquirer" within the system. Even if model selection is

restricted to a class of models (like N-state Markov models), the com

putations become formidable. Hypothesizing and testing of alternate

learning models should rather be carried out in experimental learning

situations. If experimental results indicate that a particular alloca

tion procedure leads to improvements in the learning process, we can

accept that as indirect confirmation of the assumed model.

For this stUdy we will assume that the RTI-model is a valid de

scription of the learning process. Given estimates of subject and item
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parameters together with the response history on all items, the maximal

immediate payoff (MIP) can be computed, using Eqs. 5, 6 and 8. But the

component parameters nand p can only be estimated after a minimum amount

of information about the learning process has been collected. In the

beginning the data cube D (Figure 5) is empty. D grows as more students

are instructed and tested. As soon as D has a certain minimum size, the

iterative technique described in the previous chapter could be applied

in order to obtain more accurate parameter estimates than the initial

ones. From then on, at various stages in the growth of D, new iterations

will yield improved parameter estimates. The process described in Figure

7 is based on the MIP-procedure but uses adapted heterogeneous instead

of constant homogeneous parameter estimates. We will refer to it as

AOP (Adaptive Optimization Procedure). Due to the parameterization of

the learning process into item and subject components, successive esti

mations will result in decreasing fluctuations in the item parameter

estimations. Whenever these fluctuations have reached some small value,

the process of item-parameter estimation can be stopped.

From this stage on the history of past students can be ignored,

since all the information needed in order to compute MIP for a partic

ular subject-item-trial is contained in item responses of this sUbject

and his component parameters. A rather accurate estimate of the subject

component can be obtained after a few sessions. From then on only the

history relevant to the unlearned items of this student has to be kept

in storage. In order to reduce the memory requirement, methods of

optimum quantization of ~ past history as proposed by Smallwood (1967)

can be applied to the estimation of the item and sUbject components.
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Decision Process

+~~ , "--~~"~+~
..

for each item i and student j:

E[6<]. ] ~ (1 - A.. ) C.. E[q. t]l lJ lJ l,

for i ~ 1, ... N, where A.. and C.. are
lJ lJ

given by Eq. 8.

Select n items for presentation which
maximize h

L: E[6<].].
i~l l
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.

t
I Ready for Next Decision Process I

Figure 7. Optimization procedure for an Adaptive Teaching System
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In general, the effect of limitations in estimation and memory upon the

efficiency of an allocation strategy is difficult to determine but of

great practical importance.

The implementation of the adaptive system in Figure 7 results in

initially high computational efforts and storage requirements. But

after item components have stabilized, computations and data storage

can be reduced considerably. A practically feasible approach involves

delegating thecinitial stage of item parameter estimation to a large

computer. The lesson material together with the corresponding item

parameters is then handed over to a small scale CAl-system. The task

of the small computer consists in making the day-to-day allocation de

cisions (lesson planning) which involve only minor computations and can

be e~ecuted during the less busy hours.

In order to investigate the efficiency of the proposed adaptive

optimization procedure, a computer controlled learning e~periment was

designed and is described in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 5

DESIGN OF A COMPUTER CONTROLLED LEARNING EXPERIMENT

5.1 Experimental Hypothesis

If the assumptions of the RTI-model hold and the composite param

eters can be partitioned into subject and item components according to

the quasi-additive method, then an experimental investigation should

confirm two hypotheses: (1) An adaptive optimization procedure (AOP),

that is based on the principle of maximizing the immediate payoff, cal

culated under the assumption of heterogeneous parameters, leads .to

improved learning if compared with parameter-free procedures like RCP

or OEM; (2) Successive parameter updatings improve the efficiency of

AOP, i.e., the procedure is adaptive in the sense that subjects who

start the learning process at a later stage will perform relatively

better under AOP.

5.2 Experimental Method

Subjects and materials. The subjects were 24 female Stanford stu

dents without previous knowledge of Swahili. They received $2 per session

for participating in the experiment. The subjects were assigned according

to their convenience to four groups of six subjects (waves). These groups

started the learning experiment in intervals of approximately ten days

(i.e., Wave 4 started instruction approximately 30 days after Wave 1).

The material consisted in 420 Swahili vocabulary items selected from the

pre-school to second grade vocabulary (Swahili Journal, 1966). Only

those words that could be found in the available Swahi.li-English diction

ary were chosen. Vocabulary items that were very close to English
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(e.g., baiskeli ~ bicycle) were omitted. The English distractors were

chosen from the same dictionary. A vocabulary learning situation was

chosen because of its similarity to paired-associate learning experi

ments in which the RTI-model has predicted many features of the data

rather well. The following reasons lead to the particular choice of

Swahili: (1) the dissimilarity to English and other foreign languages

minimizes transfer effects; (2) because of the current interest in

African languages, we expected that a sufficient number of students

would be motivated to take part in the lengthy experiment; (3) since

Swahili uses the Roman alphabet, the experiment can be conducted on

standard teletypes.

Apparatus. The experiment was conducted in the Computer-Based

Learning Laboratory at Stanford University. The student terminals con

sisted of Model-33 teletypes connected to the PDP-l computer of the

Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences. Stimulus

presentation, response recording, and experimental procedures, as well

as all computations and programming were carried out by computer pro

grams running on the time-shared PDP-l.

Procedure. Each experimental session is designed to last 45 to 60

minutes. Three types of sessions were given (Table 3):

(1) Sessions 1 and 2 were study-only sessions (S-sessions). Ac

cording to presentation mode 3 (p. 5), 210 Swahili-English

," C',.::.:. vocabulary pairs are presented in intervals of 15 seconds.

(2) Test-and-Study sessions (TS-sessions) follow presentation

mode 2 (p. 5) and consist of stimulus presentation, response

and reinforcement. Each TS-session is composed of 105



Table 3

Session Sequence

Days Session Type Number of Items

1 Study 210
2 " "
3 Test & Study 105
4 " "
5 " "
6 " "
7 Test 210
8 " "
9 Test & Study 105

10 " "
11 " "
12 " "
13 Test 210
14 " "
15 Test & Study 105
16 " "
17 " "
18 " "
19 Test 210
20 " "
21 Test & Study 105
22 " "
23 " "
24 " "
25 Test 210
26 " "

32
33

Late Retention Test
"

46

210
"



TS-trials. A TS-trial is composed of a Swahili word and a

response set of five multiple-choice English words. The al-

ternatives are numbered from 1 to 5 and include the correct

translation of the Swahili stimulus and four distractor words

which are randomly selected from a set of 839 English words

(without replacement). This set includes the English words

corresponding to the Swahili words (except the correct choice)

and 420 different English distractors. The position of the

correct word is randomized. The subject's task is to type

the number of the correct alternative followed by a space.

He then receives a reinforcement in form of a "+11 or "_I! and

a printout of the correct Swahili-English pair, and has eight

seconds to study the correct pair. If no response is received

within ten seconds after completion of the stimulus display,

a bell rings, and the letters "T.D." for "time-up" are printed

out instead of "+11 or Tl !l- .
(3) Test-sessions (T-sessions) are composed of 210 T-trials. A

T-trial is identical to a TS-trial without reinforcement, and

a delay of only one second between trials. On two consecutive

T-sessions (i.e., day 7-8, 13-14, 19-20, 25-26, and the late

retention test) the subject cycles through the entire list of

items in random order.

In all three types of sessions (S, TS, or T sessions) one third of

the items belong to one of three conditions, i.e., on each TS-session

35 items, and on each S or T-session 70 trials of each condition were

given in random order. The selection and order of items for each session



is constructed by the program lesson plan (described in Appendix C).

This program runs after all subjects have terminated their session on a

given day.

Conditions. The 420 Swahili vocabulary items were assigned randomly

for each subject to three conditions with 140 words each. The assign

ment is balanced so that each item appears equally often in each condition

over all 24 subjects (i.e., each item occurs in each condition for 8

sUbjects).

(1) Random cyclic procedure (RCP): All 140 items assigned to RCP

are presented once during sessions 1 and 2. During each of

the four TS-session intervals (3-6, 9-12, 15-18, and 21-24)

all RCP items are presented exactly once, but in random order.

This condition constitutes the control group against which

each of the following optimization conditions is evaluated.

(2) One-element-model procedure (OEM): The procedure is described

in detail on p. 16 and was implemented for n ~ 140 items,

selecting 35 items for each TS-session.

(3) Adaptive optimization procedure (AOP): At each TS-session the

selection rule is to present 35 items out of 140 such that the

expected decrement in error probability is maximized (see Egs.

5, 6, and 8). The parameter estimation procedure (see Chapter

3 and Appendix B) is applied the first time after wave 1 has

passed the third cycle through the list (session 12). From

then on approximately 40 iterations are performed whenever

time was available on the PDP-l. Parameter estimation and
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allocation decisions are made using only the data collected on

study trials. The data from test-sessions were ignored by AOP

as well as by OEM.

Data collection. On a given session for every item and subject, two

response variables were measured: (1) correct or incorrect, where time

out is considered as incorrect, and (2) response latency, measured as

the time interval between the last character output of the teletype dis

play, and the last character-input by the subject (space bar). Time-outs

were considered to have the maximum time allowance (10 seconds).



CHAPTER 6

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Analysis of Test Data

Proportion correct on test sessions.> The experimental hypothesis

predicts an overall improvement of learning due to the optimization

procedures OEM and AOP. The curves for the performance on test sessions

are plotted in Figure 8. The abscissa refers to the pooled response

data from two consecutive test-days (i.e., the responses on all 420

items). The data from the late retention test (days 32 and 33) are

plotted as session five. Both optimization procedures yield a higher

overall learning effect than the random cyclic presentation, yet the

differences between AOP, OEM, and the control group RCP are small. In

order to test the hypothesis of no differences between procedures, an

analysis of variance with repeated measures on one factor was performed

on the total test scores (days 7, 8, 13, 14, 19, 20, 25, 26, 32, 33)

for each subject and condition (Winer, 1962). The results are summarized

in Table 4.

Table 4

Analysis of Variance of Proportion Correct on Test Sessions

Source of variation SS df MS F

Between subjects 645056 23 28,045.91

Within subjects 5536 48

Presentation Procedures 688 2 344 3.27*

Residual 4848 46 105.3
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The hypothesis of no effect due to presentation procedures can be

rejected at a < .05 (F 95(2,46) ~ 3.21). A contrast shows that the dif-

ference between OEM and RCP is not significant at a < .05 (F ~ 1.82).

But the difference between AOP and RCP is significant (a < .05; F ~ 6.27;

F.
95

(1,46) ~ 4.04). The experiment failed to demonstrate significant

improvement in.learning due to the implementation of the OEM-procedure.

The adaptive optimization procedure, on the other hand, increases learn-

ing significantly compared with the control procedure, but is not signif-

icantly more efficient than OEM. In general, we conclude that the

observed differences are very small. This might be due to the fact that

the impact of the optimization strategies was diminished through the use

of too many intervening test-trials. (There were as many test-trials as

study-trials.) Since it may be assumed that some learning occurs also

on nonreinforced trials, the test sessions had the effect of intervening

learning sessions on all items, thus producing an RCP-like effect. A

further reason: for obtaining small differences can be found in the

fact of individual differences in the learning rate between subjects.

As Table 4 shows, the between subject variance is considerably larger

than the within subject variance. The sUbjects who learned faster

reached a ceiling rather rapidly, and did not contribute any differences
.

between procedures from then on. In order to demonstrate this effect,

the subjects were assigned to a High and a Low group on the basis of the

total test scores over all test-sessions and conditions. The learning

curves for the High and Low group are plotted in Figure 9. Due to the

ceiling effect the differences between procedures diminish for the High
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group as they reach a high level of performance, while subjects in the

Low group can still make gains from the optimization.

Late retention test. Figures 8 and 9 reveal that the effect of OEM

drops off at the late retention test. There is no overall difference

between OEM and RCP at the late retention test. A t-test shows that the

difference between AOP and RCP (or OEM) is significant (a < .05; t = 2.48;

t.
95

(23) = 1.71). The lower effectiveness of OEM compared with AOP is

probably due to the more realistic assumption of item and subject heter-

ogeneity under AOP, rather than to the implied difference in learning

models. The OEM-procedure was derived under the assumption of parameter

homogeneity (C .. = 0), while the calculation of payoffs under AOP takes
~J

item and subject differences into account. It is unlikely that AOP

yielded a slightly better result because the RTI-model is a better repre-

sentation of the learning process than the one-element model. The

application of AOP based ~ the one-element model with~ heterogeneity

assumption would probably have been almost as efficient.

Response latencies on test sessions. The average response latency

for each condition on a pair of two consecutive test-sessions is plotted

in Figure 10. The upper triplet of curves refers to the average latency

conditional upon a wrong response. The conditional latency implies un-

equal number of cases for each point. The data points plotted here

constitute the unweighted average of the mean latencies for two consec-

utive test-sessions. Since latencies vary greatly between subjects an

average weighted by the number of items would distort the curves. The

lower triplet in Figure 10 shows the latencies conditional upon a correct
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response. It can be inferred from all curves that RCP~ to the

longest response time on test days. An analysis of variance on the total

latencies for each subject and condition leads to the rejection of the

hypothesis of no differences due to presentation procedures at a < .05

(Table 5).

Table 5

Analysis of Variance of Latencies on Test Days

Source of variation SS df MS F

Between subjects 201,305,616 23 8,752,418

Within subjects 1,791,664 48

Presentation
Procedures 259,184 2 129,592 3.89"

Residual 1,532 ,480 46 33,315

Contrasts reveal that the response time under OEM is significantly

shorter than under RCP at a < .05 (F ~ 4.60; F.
95

(1,46) ~ 4.04). Simi

larly, AOP yields significantly shorter response latencies than RCP

(F ~ 6.86). The difference between AOP and RCP is not significant. In

general, the results of the latency data confirm the results obtained

above for the proportion of correct responses.

Test for adaptiveness of AOP. The second experimental hypothesis

predicted that the difference between RCP and AOP should increase over

waves (groups of six subjects) due to more accurate estimates of the

item parameters. The overall differences between AOP and RCP on test-

sessions are plotted in Figure 14 for the four waves of subjects.
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Contrary to the hypothesis we observe a small decrement in the efficiency

of AOP. The analysis of variance (Table 6) shows that this effect is not

significant. In fact, the large between subject variation makes it very

unlikely that a significant adaptation effect could be detected with a

between subject design. Similarly, the latency data fail to detect a

significant change over waves (F = 1.55; F
3

,20(.95) = 3.10).

Table 6

Analysis of Variance of Differences Between AOP and
RCP over Waves on Test Sessions

Source of variation

Between waves

Within waves

6 •.2 Analysis of Study Data

SS

63

5,091.8

df

3
20

MS

21

254.6

F

.08

Proportion correct on study sessions. According to the experimental

hypothesis, the relationship between procedures should be reversed on

study-sessions, i.e., AOP should lie below OEM, and OEM should lie below

RCP. This reversal is expected because the optimization procedures will

present the less learned items. The observed proportion correct on study

days confirms this hypothesis for AOP and not for OEM (Figure 11). The

abscissa in Figures 11 and 12 refers to the pooled data of two consecu-

tive stUdy days,. i.e., study session 1 contains the data from days 3

and 4, etc. An analysis of variance with repeated measures on one factor

based upon the summed study data (days 3-6, 9-12, 15-18, 21-24) for each

subject and condition shows a significant difference between procedures

(Table 7).
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Table 1

Analysis of Variance of Proportion Correct on Study Sessions

Source of variation

Between subjects 341,208 23 14,835·13

Within subjects 11,448 48 238.50

Presentation
procedures 1,880 2 940.00 4.52*

Residual 9,568 46 208.00

The null-hypothesis of no differences between procedures can be

rejected at a < .05 (F.
95

(2,46) ~ 3.21). The average proportion correct

on study days under OEM lies slightly above RCP. A contrast shows that

this difference is not significant. The data do not confirm the predic-

tion that OEM will select items which are more likely to be unlearned.

The difference between AOP and RCP is significant at a < .05 (F ~ 6.06;

F.
95

(l,23) ~ 4.28). Although AOP did not prove to be significantly more

efficient on test days, the performance on study days reveals that AOP

indeed selects the less learned items. In Figure 12 the performance on

study sessions is plotted for the High and Low group (using the same

grouping as for the test data). The relationship between procedures

holds for both groups equally. The drop-offs in the RCP curve on ses-

sions 3 to 4, 5 to 6 and 1 to 8 deserve discussion. The whole list of

RCP items is presented once within sessions 1, 2; 3,4; 5,6; 1,8. The

items in the second part of each pair (i.e., sessions 2, 4, 6, 8) have

not been presented for two days more on the average than the items in

the first part of each pair (i.e., sessions 1, 3, 5, 7). The most
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plausible explanation for this drop-off lies in the assumption of a time

dependent forgetting process. Elf using this label we do not mean to

enter into the controversy over an interference versus a dec~y notion of

forgetting. The amount of time between successive presentations of items

is taken here merely as an index of the amount of forgetting, and the

term will be used in this sense later. It is characteristic that the

forgetting process is more pronounced in the Low group. A t-test of the

proportion correct for Rep items on study sessions, comparing sessions

1 and 2, 3 and 4, etc., and summing for each subject, shows that the

time-dependent forgetting process is highly significant (t = 3.67;
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Table 8

Analyais of Variance of Latencies on Study-Sessions

Source of variation SS df MS F

,Between subjects 8,076,019 23 351,131. 2

Within sUbjects 85,016 48

Presentation
procedures 6,512 2 3,256.3 1. 91

Residual 78 ,504 46 1,706.6
..

Table 9

Analysis of Variance of Latencies Conditional upon
a Correct Response on Study-Sessions

Source of variation SS df MS F

Between subjects 1,911,632 23 83,114

Within subj ects 29,537 48

Presentation
procedures 4,748 2 2,374 4.41*

l:tesidual 24,788 46 539

.Contrasts show that the response latency on correct trials is

significantly higher on OEM-trials than on RCP-trials (F = 5.56;

F.
95

(1,46)= 4.04). Similarly, AOP causes significantly higher laten

cies for correct responses on stUdy-sessions (F = 6.59; a < .05). But

the difference between AOP and OEM is not significant (F = .11). Al-

together the latency data on stUdy sessions confirm the results obtained

above for the frequen,cy of correct responses.
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Test for adaptiveness of AOP. The difference between AOP and RCP

should increase over waves. Figure 15 shows a small increment in the

right direction, yet the analysis of variance indicates no significant

differences between waves (Table 10).

Table 10

Analysis of Variance of Differences between AOP and
RCP over Waves on Study-SeEiEiions

Source of variation

Between waves

Residual (within waves)

SS

674.83

5,323.67

df

3

20

MS

224·94

266.18

F

.85

The study data are not conclusive in regard to the hypothesis

whether AOP improves its efficiency over time or not. A similar analysis

of variance performed on the total response latencies also' shows no sig-

nificant difference between waves.

6.3 Evaluation of the Parameter Estimation Procedure

The allocation decisions under AOP depend upon iterative parameter

estimation carried out over the entire set of data from study-sessions.

Altogether 888 ( ; 2 (420 items + 24 subjects)) components were estimated

according to the iterative technique described in Appendix B.

Subject components. The subject parameters a
j

and c j reflect the

observed individual differences between subjects rather well. In order

to demonstrate that these components indeed measure an underlying ability,

we computed their correlation with the total proportion of correct re-

sponses over all test-sessions (p). Note that the subject components
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were est~mated only from the study data, wh~le p is calculated only from

responses on the test data.

c p

a

c

- ·75 - ·72

.67

The parameter A of the RTI-model is inversely related to learning

ability. We consequently observe negative correlations rand r ,
- acap

The h~gh correlations show that theand positive correlation r
cp

subject parameters allow prediction of the test performance rather well.

The high correlat~on between a and c points to the fact that a single

subject component might suffice.

Item components. The adapt~ve optimization procedure was predicted

to be more efficient, if items were heterogeneous ~n difficulty. We

chose the proportion of errors for all presentat~ons on study-sessions

(q) as an index of item difficulty. Since an item appeared in each con-

dition equally often, this index is relatively independent of the

alternate presentation schedules assoc~ated with the condit~ons. How

heterogeneous are the items, and how do the opt~mization procedures

adapt the item allocat~on to heterogeneity? Mean and standard deviation

of the itemcomponehts are shown in Table 11.



Table 11

Item Characteristics

mean s.d.

Item difficulty (q) .33 .15

Component a .44 .13 .

Component Y .65 .08

L'>q ~ (1 - ah ·37 .13

In order to evaluate the performance of the iternative estimation

process, correlations between qi' ai' Yi , and 6qi were computed

(Table 12).

Table 12

Correlations between Item Parameters and Item Difficulty

q

a

r

.89 - .81 - ·93

- ·70 - .96

.86

The high negative correlation between .i1q and q ( - .93) indicates

that the parameter estimation process is consistent. We also note that

CI and yare strongly related,which points to the fact that a one param-

eter model would have produced similar results. The parameter a alone

correlates .89 with item difficulty. Combining a and y into L\q yields

only a small improvement (r A - ~ .93).uq,q
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In order to investigate whether items are heterogeneous with re-

spect to the RTI-model parameters, a likelihood-ratio test was performed

against

A A

where a
i

and Ii denote the maximum-likelihood estimateS obtained by the

iteration technique described in the Appendix. Then -2 log A is X-sql.\are

distribl.\ted with 838 degrees of freedom.

24
IT

j=l
24

IT
j=l

.&(R .• lcx,'7,a.,c.)
~J J J

420 A A

IT .&(R • • Ia. ,yo ,a.,c.)
i=l ~J ~ ~ J J

The compl.\tations yielded -2 log A = 1113.7 which is larger than

2
X .999(838) = 968.9. Thl.\S the null hypothesis of homogeneol.\s item

components can be ,ejected at a < .001.

In general, we can concll.\de that heterogeneity in item difficl.\lty

was detected very well by the parameter estimation techniql.\e. But it

is conceivable for practical reasons to extend the assumption of item

heterogeneity only to a single parameter. (Of cOl.\rse, other items may

reql.\ire the heterogeneity assumption on more than one parameter.)

The relation of item difficulty and presentation frequency. Figure

16 displays the average presentation frequency plotted against item dif-

ficulty (q) for all three allocation procedl.\res. Under Rep each item

was presented eql.\ally often (32 times dl.\ring the entire experiment,

i,e., four times on TS-sessions for eight SUbjects) regardless of item
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difficulty. The slopes of the curves show that AUf' ~~ sensitive ~

item difficulty than OEM. Also, presentation frequency under AOP (f )a

is correlated more highly with item difficulty (r
f

_ ~ .90) than pre.
a,q

sentation frequency under OEM (f ), (r
f

_ ~ .78). These observations
o ,q

o

indicate a more sensitive and direct relationship between presentation

frequency and item difficulty under AOP, and it is conceivable that the

improvement of AOP over OEM can be explained by this relation. All

curves cross in the middle, indicating that items of average diffiCUlty

are presented equally often under all conditions.

6.4 Conclusions

The experimental results confirm the hypothesis that learning can

be improved by the use of optimal item allocation strategies. Appli-

cation of these strategies yields a lower error rate (significant for

AOP) and shorter response time (significant for AOP and OEM) on test

sessions. On stUdy sessions this relationship is reversed; the error

rate is higher (significantly for AOP) and the response latency is

longer (significantly for OEM and AOP on correct trials).

In general, the differences between presentation procedures are

small. Two reasons account for the small improvement due to the opti-

mization procedures: (1) Extensive intervening test-sessions are

equivalent to additional learning sessions under the control condition

and therefore reduce the difference between experimental and control

procedures; (2) The learning models on which OEM and AOP are based,

constitute inadequate descriptions of the learning process. Neither



the one-element model nor the RTI-model include a time-dependent for

getting process, while the data show that such a process does occur.

The assumption of heterogeneous item and subject parameters proved

to be realistic. The suggested parameter estimation procedure detects

the differences in item difficulty very well. The relationship between

item-difficulty and presentation frequency under the optimization pro

cedures suggests that the application of these strategies mighLi!Jlprove

learning for no other reason than the fact that they present difficult

i temsmore frequently than easy items.

Further experimental studies of the efficiency of optimization

procedures should eliminate the effect of extensive testing. This can

be accomplished by selecting a random sample of test-items to be pre

sented within each study session. Since some of these items may also

be scheduled for a study-trial during the same session, it is necessary

to cancel the test-trial for these items, and use the response on the

study-tria.l:instead. This experimental design would .reduce the testing

effect during the learning sessions. Sinc.e the sampling of test~items

is ra.ndom, no bias is introduced. More specifically, :if the proportion

of items selected for a study session is s, and the proportion of test

items is denoted t,then the expected total numper of items presented

in such a mixed session is N (t ,j- s - s t), and the number of items

receiving only a test-trial on each session is equal to N t (1 - s).

For the present experiment this change in design would have reduced the

amount of testing by 25% without decreasing the number of test-trials.

Obviously, the amount of testing could be reduced further by setting

t < s. (It might even be advantageous to vary t over sessions.)



The experimental hypothesis of improvements in learning due to

parameter estimation (adaptivity) could not be confirmed, because com-

parisons between groups of subjects (waves) are likely to be not

significant due to the high variation between sUbjects .. Consequently,

an additional condition (ADP with average parameters) should be. intro-

duced in the experimental design.

One of the main conclusions from this experiment is that the

effectiveness of applications of optimization strategies to the control

of the learning process depends heavily ~ the adequacy of the assumed

learning model. The one-element model and the RT:r:-model are not adequate

representations of the learning process. The results suggest fUrther

experimental investigation of learning models that include a time-

dependent forgetting process.

In order to illustrate how a .MIP-procedure might be implemented

under the assumption of a forgettingmodel,we consider the (not very

realistic) case of a time~dependentMarkovian forgetting process applied

to the one-element model. Such a process can be characterized by the

following assumption: During each time interval (day) an item that

resides in the learned states may be pushed into the unlearned state

with probability f.

A sufficient history of the student's past behavior can be obtained

by computing the Bayes-estimates of the probability that an item resides

in the .learned state, 1t (L). The history updating rules then take the
a

following form:

(1) Each day (time interval) update the sUbject's history on all

items by:.



rt' (L) ~ rt (L) (1 - f ) •
a a a

rt'(L) ~ caa

If an item is presented and a success occurs, set

rt1(L) ~a

(This rule can be derived using the definition of conditional proba-

bility. Let P(L') denote the probability that item a is in state L
a

after being presented, and let S denote the event of a success on that
a

item. Then

P(L' & S )
p( L' IS) ~ _-=a,.,~a=-

a a P( S )
a

where P(L' & S ) ~ rt (L) + (1 - 1( (L)) g ca, and
a a a a

p(Sa) ~ rt (L) + (1 - rt (L)) g.)
a a

The MIP-allocation procedure will then select the alternative for which

max v (h) ~
a Z p(klrt (L)) rt'(L) ,

kER(a) a a

where R(a) is the response set consisting of error and success. This

relation follows from the basic dynamic programming formulation with a

terminal return expressed as the expected probability of an item re-

siding in the learned state at the time of test. The implementation

of this procedure provides no computational difficulties. It, further-

more, has the advantage of low-memory requirements, since the subject I s
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history. is specified by the state vector on all items, if the model

parameters c and f are known.
a a A similar procedure can easily be de-

veloped assuming the linear operator model (Suppes, 1964). Undoubtedly,

both models are strong oversimplifications, and it is an interesting

prospect of further experimental investigation to test the efficiency

of optimization procedures that are based on more realistic forgetting

models. A good discussion of these models can be found in the thesis

of D. E. Rumelhart (1967). In cases of forgetting models in general,

it remains to be investigated whether the efficiency of allocation pro

cedures can be improved considerably using a j-step-ahead (j > 1) dynamic

programming solution.



APPENDIX A: Likelihood Function

The likelihood of a reSpOIIse sequence ItT

derived from the tree diagram generated by the RTI-model assumptions.

Consider the tree diagram in Figure 17 (from Atkinson, Bower, Crothers,

1965). The probability of an error on trial t and a correct response

on trial t+l is indicated by the dashed branches. The likelihood of

this sequence can be obtained by summing the probabilities associated

with these branches. The first error is made with probability q t'v,

where v indicates the number of effective reinforcements. Since

v
q = A
v,t

the probability of a particular branch can be calculated if v, ql' A,

and C are known. For t=l we know that v=O (no reinforcement was given

before the first trial), thus qo 1 is the initial state of learning.,
(In the present experiment qo 1 was assumed to be 1 for all items. Re,
garding the strong dissimilarity between Swahili and English, this

seemed to be a reasonable assumption. But since the subject had the

possibility of guessing the correct alternative out of the response set

of five by chance, the tree had to be extended, including a guessing

probability g. In describing the likelihood function we omit g, since

it only amounts to mUltiplying the branches that lead to an error by

l-g. In the experiment g was set to 1/5.)

The correct response on trial t+l can occur in two ways:

(1) If the reinforcement on trial t:was effective, with probability

1 - Aq t'v,
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/
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9'

Correct ~... 'Correct

Figure 17. Tree diagram for the RTI-mode1.



(2) if the reinforcement on trial t was not effective, then the

branch has probability 1 - qv,t'

Similarly, the probability of a wrong response can be evaluated. If

the whole response sequence is known, the process can be started with

t~l, for which q t is known. These rules may be expressed in form ofv,

a computer procedure that computes the probability of each branch,

stores it and sums it in order to get the total likelihood of a response

T-lsequence. For a sequence of T trials there are 2 possible branches.

The routine was programmed in order to minimize the amount of computa-

tions by deriving the probabilities of all branches "simultaneously"

(i.e., by computing one level of the tree, storing it, deriving the

next level, storing it, etc.).

An option in the routine allowed it to shortcut long sequences by

considering only the last k responses. The starting q value was then

estimated as

( )T-k-l
qT-k ~ AC + 1 - C ql

(See Atkinson, Bower, and Crothers, 1965).

An additional option allowed it to use the routine to estimate the

expected decrement in error probability on trial T+l, given a particular

response sequence and the parameters. Associated with each branch

( . T-lb. l ~ 1,2, .•• 2 ) of the total tree that satisfies the response
l

sequence Ri there is an expected q value on trial T+l,

E[q(i) ]
v,T+l

~ q(i) (AC + 1 - C).
v,T



Hence

E(qT+l) ~ (AC + 1 - C) L: P(b) q(i)
''1'i i v .T

and from Eq. 6 we obtain the desired solution for E(~qt) by substitution.

The q(i
T
) do not have to be computed and stored for each branch i but

v,

can be taken from a table, since they follow a regular pattern. (This

becomes apparent if the tree is developed for some additional levels.)

APPENDIX B: Iterative Parameter Estimation

Since the number of response sequences is large (420 items X 24

subjects ~ 10,080) for the current experiment, and the computations had

to be carried out in floating point arithmetic (which is very slow on

the integer machine PDP-I), an iterative technique that uses only a sUb-

set of the data at a time had to be designed. In order to keep computing

time within realistic bounds, the amount of response sequences being

analyzed had to be kept in fast access memory during the estimation.

This limited the number of subjects on which the estimate could be based

to eight. The idea of a memory buffer with a fixed size eight was im-

plemented according to the following rules for selecting a SUbject's

set of responses:

(1) If a SUbject passes day 14 and the buffer is not fUll, he is

admitted;

(2) if a subject passes day 14 and the buffer is fUll and some-.-., .........-

other subject has passed day 24 (i.e., will receive no further

study trials), that subject is kicked out and the new subject

is admitted;



(3) if neither (1) nor (2) was true, then the subject is put on a

waiting list;

(4) a subject is always admitted if he has been admitted previously

and has never been pushed out of the buffer.

~hese rules lead to the simulation of a memory buffer that will only

process new information once the old information is completely analyzed.

In order to make use of the information from past subjects, each time a

subject is pushed out, the item parameters are updated according to the

following weighting relation:

~old < (Old old current current)j( old current)
Hi w rei + w :rei W + W

(17 )

The item com-

where :Jt~ld indicates the old item parameters and :Jt?urrent indicates the
J. -- J.

item parameters estimated from the data of the subjects currently in

the memory buffer. ~he updating relation (17) constitutes simply a

"moving average." ~he factor wold counts the number of subjects being

pushed out, and was initialized to O. The number of subjects currently

in the buffer is counted by wcurrent. Since the size of the memory

b ff . . ht th . 1 f current. . htu er J.S eJ.g , e ma~CJ.mum va ue 0 w J.S eJ.g •

ponent is then given by the weighted average of old and current components:

old old current current
W Jt

i
+ W 1C

i
:Jt i ~ old current

w + w
(18)

Estimation of the subject component Pj' Each response sequence

R
ij

of subject j and item i is stored in bits 0 to 13 of one computer

word. Bits 14 to 17 contain the number of trials in the sequence. Thus
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all response from eight sUbjects can be stored in a matrix of 8 X 420

= 3360 memory locations. A maximum-l~kelihood estimate of the subject

parameters, given fixed item parameters depends only upon the j-th row

of that matrix, while the item parameter estimation of ~i considers

only the i-th columns. Therefore, the same subroutine can be used in

order to estimate p. and n. by changing the direction of the iteration
J l

frOm scanning columns (for subject components) to scanning rows (for

item components). In the estimation of p. the likelihood is computed
J

over items i, i + 1, ••• , i + r, with initial values i = 1 and p. equal
J

to the value from the last iteration:

i+r
II

i':::::l
.e[R., .In." p.] ,

l J l J

Each time

where n. I is the weighted average of old and current item parameters as
l

computed by Eq. 18. Now the subject parameters are varied systematically

by ~ = .08 according to the up-and-down walk described in Figure 18.

This routine first determines the change in likelihood under variation

of a., then retaining the improved a., it reenters the up-and-down
J J

routine, this time varying cj . The routine can be used with as many

parameters as desired. It is a simplified version of the ALGOL-Direct-

search procedure by Kaupe (1963). The up-and-down walk is repeated for

i = i + r + 1, i + 2(r+l), etc., until all items have been analyzed.

We chose r = 4 for the parameter estimations of the experiment, i.e.,

105 values of aj and c j were computed in a given iteration.

a walk was completed, a new starting point was calculated as the moving

average of all previous estimates. Observation of the iteration process
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p. = p. + 6
J J

tem = J.( ) .(P.)
l r ,J J

tem > max

yes

END

(Parameter is
increased by 6)

~o
P

j
= P

j
- 2 6

tem = Ji(r) ,/Pj )

tem > max

yes

END

(Parameter is
decreased by 6)

no

END

(Parameter is
unchanged)

Figure 18. The "Up-and-Down Walk"
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showed that the sUbject parameters stabilize quickly, and that far less

than 420 items are necessary in order to estimate the individual subject

parameters rather accurately. For this reason item sequences longer

than three responses were ignored since the computing time for the like-

lihood function rises exponentially with the item response frequency.

The flowchart in Figure 19 summarizes the process.

Estimation of item parameters (rr.). The algorithm presented in
l

Figure 19 can be generalized to search for a maximum-likelihood estimate

by scanning data in a particular column. The likelihood function has

to be changed slightly:

If we substitute p,. . ( ) (rr.) for p,. ( ) . (p.) in Figure 19, and make
l,J r l l r ,J J

a few changes in the indexing relations, the process is completely de-

scribed. In order to save some computation time, an item-response

counter was incremented by one each time a subject made·a response on

it. Wheneve:r: this counter reached a threshold, a new estimate on the

item parameter was made, and the counter was reset to O.

APPENPIX C: Lesson Plan

After a subject had gone through a list of TS- or T-items, a new

list had to be prepared for the next session. On a TS-day the items

are selected according to the procedures Rep, OEM, and AOP. On test

days the words are taken in predetermined order. Finally the list is

randomized. Figure 20 illustrates the basic design.
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~
L-=-:-=.J

Select response sequences of items

i, i + 1, •.• , i + r from subject j.

Search iteratively for the maximum

max £'( ) . (pJ')
l r ,J

Pj

according to the "up-and-down" walk.

Update subject parameter p. as the
moving average: J

.

I

I

I
I

I

I

I
I

p. =
J

i :::: i + r
k = k + 1

No
i + r > N

1 Yes

~

Figure 19. Estimation of the jth subject parameter
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Determine for which student
a lesson nlan has to be made.

--ce t----SUOJ e ct-< s-aay-rrnntbe r "
word-condition assignment
list.

L
I

r Test-day I I Study-day I
J. ",

RCP - list

First test-day Second test-day
Select 35 items that have been

1 presented least. If several
have been presented equally

Select first Select second often, then select randomly.
half of the half of the
list. list.

J
.I. OEM - list

Randomize the
selected items Select 35 items with the smallest

number in the "OEM-counter." If
\I items have an equally small count,

I Store on disk I
then select randomly.

NO Is this the last Lsubiect?

YES .I. AOP - list

If END II Compute payoffs from Eqs. 5, 6, 8
using weighted parameter estimates
from Eq. 18 for every item, Select
the 35 items with the highest pay-
off.

,

I

Figure 20. Program "Lesson Plan"
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